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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this program is to investigate methods for improving

the bundwidth capnbiliti es of high-power klystron amplifiers. The objec-

tive is a 1 db bandwidth improvement of at least fifty percent ovcr the

current state of the art. Particular emphasis is being placed on the

study of extended- interaction resonators, and the possible optimization

of these resonators th2ough the utse of mode overlapping.

In this report, the results of the initial investigation into the

effects of mode overlapping in extended-interaction resonators is presented.

During the first four-month reporting period, this investigation has been

primarily concerned with the influence of a number of different parameters

on the interaction impedance, bandwidth, and frequency res,)onse of the

resonators. The parameters of particular interest are: the coupling

between the two cavities, the degree of external loading and the location

of the external load, the beam synchronization parameter, and the relative

frequencies of the two cavities. The initial analysis has been restricted

to two-gap resonators.

It is shrwn theoretically that the bandwidth of extended-i ntern.ction

resonators can be increased throdgh the use of mode overlapping. Comparisons

with the bandwidths of other types of resonators at a, given maximum im-

pedance level show that a two-gap extended-interaction resonator with mode

overlapping can have a 1 db bandwidth advantage of approximately three to

one over a two-gap,single-modeextended-interaction resonator, and close to

four to one over a conventional single-gap cavity. The bandwidth of a two-

gap,single-section-filter loaded resonator is about the same as that of the

two-gap, mode-overlapping resonator at a given iimpedance level.
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ABSTRACT (Continued)

Three different )umped-clement equivalent circuits were considered

to represent coupled-cavity resonators. Thlese circuits are compaired with

experimental cases and with each other. It is concluded that the most

practical circuit to use is one in which the coupling between the cavities

is represented by a single shunt circuit element.
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FOrCEWORD

This dociument is a report, of the work perfonned on Contract DA 28-043

AMC-02157(E) during the first four-month period.

The program is being carried out in the High Power Microwave Tube

Laboratory. The principa] engineers are Erling Lien, who is serving as

project leader, and Darrell Robinson.

Sponsorship and direction of the program are from the U.S. Amy

Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey. The assigned Army Plojeet

Engineer is Park Richmond.
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hTMIOWJCTION

A. ihrn'ose

Tle purposc of this program is to investigate methods for

iiiproving the bandwidth caobilities of high-powper hl-stron sauli-

fie.'&. The objective is a 1 (lb ba3ndwidth improvement of at leas.t

fifty pericent over the current st,,e of the art. This is to be

achieved without undue degradation of gain or efficiency and without

sacrificing stability. Particular cmphasis is being placed on the

study of extrndcd-intcra ction resou torso, and the possible opti-

mization of these resonators through the use of mode overlapping.

The investigation is being carried out theoretically with timý

aid of cquivalent circuits and mathermatica models, and experimentally$t

to the extent of performing cold-test measurements on the resonators.

Where applicable, resonator parameters are chosen to be consistent

with a design exanpie of a 5 megawatt peak-power kRlystron. Specific

design goals and tentastive parameters chosen for this example

klystron are listed below.

irequency 5.5 GOIz

Gain 35 db

Bandwidth (36b) 14

Output power 5Mw

Efficiency 35%

Beam Voltage li0 kv

Beam Current 105 A

Perveance 2.0 x 106[ -1-



Beam currunt density 24ý Amps/cm2

Norellized beam re-d•su yb 0,h -')n

Brillouin focusing field 1200 gauss

Normalized tunnel radius, ya 0.77 red.

Normalized inveraction gap
length fied 1.2 rad.

3. -Progress

Most of the work on this contract during the first reporting

period was aimed at studying the effects of mode overlapping in

two-gap extended-interaction resonators. One objective of this

study was to arrive at general design criteria for optimizing the

resonators, and to determine quantitatively the combinations of

parameters wbich would yield the most beneficial effects of mode

overlapping in both buncher and output resonators. The initial

quantitative study of these parameter combinations was concerned

mainly with resonators which would be suitable for use in the output

stage of a. broadband klystron. Detailed study of resonators for use

in the buncher section will be carried out during the next period.

Also included in the investigation during this first period was

a comparison of three different lumped-element circuits to represent

the resonator. The purpose of the compa.rison was to determine which

circuit was best from the standpoint of 1-iedicting the resonator

interaction impedance as a •unction of frequency.

Details of the progress for this period are presented in the

sections following.

-2-



lWO-GAP EXTENDED-INTERACTION RESONATORS WITH _MODE OVER¶APFIIG

A. Inbroduction

It h1.- 1o18 been '" .e feeling among engineers involved with the

design of broadband k3.ystrons that the peiformance of this type of

klystron could be improved through the use of extended-interaction

resonators. This feeling is based on the advantages offered by these

resonators, some of which are: (1) the resonator R /Q can be higher
S1

than in a single..gap cavity; (2) the power density within an output

resonator can be lower than that in a single-gap cavity by a factor

of n 2, where n is the number of gaps; (3) an extended-interaction

output resonator can produce a higher degree of electron bunching

and therefore higher efficiency; and (4) it is possible to obtain

lower value3 of beam-loaded Q in the extended-interaction resonator.

The first three items above are important in the output stage of a

klystron. The first and fourth items are advantageous in the

buncher section.

The characteristics and theoretical perfor~nance of extended-

interaction resonators in high-power broadband klystrons were

studied extensively in a. previous contract 1 . In that investigation,

the extended-interaction resonators considered were restricted to

single-mode resonators, wherein only one mode was excited at a t•me.

It was shown that opera tion in the 7t mode is generally to be pre-

ferred in both the huncher and output sections at the megawatt-peak-

power level chosen for the study. It was also shown that when the

two resonator modes were separated sufficiently to assure single-

mode operation, the it-mode R sh/Q of a. two-gap resonator was
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A

substantially less than twice the R /Q of the individual single-gap
sh

cavities. This was one of the primary factors influencing the results

which led to the conclusion that single-gap cavities seem to be the best

choice for the buncher section of high power broadband klystrons.

it was also observed that this latter conclusion might not hold if

the modes were allowed to overlap in the extended-interaction buncher

resona.tors. In this case, the resonators would be operated in more than

one mode over the band, with the operation blending smoothly from one

mode to another. By so doing, it seemed reasonable to e:zpect -that a

higher interaction impedance over a greater bandwidth might be achieved

in the individual resonators. Such a. result would aLjo be beneficial in

an output resonator.

It is one of the primary goals of this contract to study extended-

interaction resonators with mode overlapping. WIch of the work during

this first period was concerned with finding the interaction impedance of

such resonators. The investigation initially is being restricted "to

resonators with two gaps. There are two reasons for this restriction.

First, from the standpoint of both the theoretical analysis and the

•ontemplatIon of f•aturc cold testing and const--u:tion of these resonators,

it seems most reasonable to start with the simplest case. If it is deemed

useful, the investigation can be extended to resonators with more gaps

later. Second, by restricting the number of gaps te twwo, the possibili-

ties of instability are minimized.

The analysis leading to the results reported in this section was

based on the equivalent circuit described in Part B, below. The equations

used, in the analysis, and their derivation, are discussed in Appendix I.

-. 4-



Vtny of the calculations were perfornmed with the aid of digital

computers. Some guidelines for choosing the resonator parameter- to

be used in the computer calculations were obtained from an appr,)xi-

m-ate analysis, in which the equations were simplified enough to be

solved without the aid of a computer. Scne help in the selection of

parameters was also obtained from the thesis of Bert 2 . Most of the

resonators studied during this first period had one cavity loaded to

a low Q value, such as would be the case in a resonator to be used in

the output stage of a broadband klystron.

B. Equivalent Circuit

The lumped-element equivalent circuit being used to represent

two-gap extended-interaction resonators is shown in Fig. 1. The

resistance shown in each cavity includes any external loading of

that cavity as well a.s resistive losses in the cavity walls. The

coupling between the two cavities is represented by a single element,

the shunt inductance L . This circuit is very attractive both
0

because of its simplicity and also because it siznalates very well

the general behavior of the two mode frequencies as a function of

the coupling that exists in an actual inductively-coupled backward-

wave resonator. In both this model and the actua.l resonator, the

A-mode frequency decreases with increasing coupling while the 2A-mode

frequence- is practically una-ffected. The value of the coupling

inductance LQ can easily be related to the actual coupling in a cold0

test resonator from a knowledge of the frequencies of the two modes

in the resonator before it is coupled to any external load. In the

-5-



V/ V2

'24 VITY,*J ~ CAv/Ty #2t

Fig. 1 - Induct-ively-couplcd two-gap resonator equivalent circuit



lossless case with idcul, ical cavities,

where

L
02 (2)L I

Two other lumped-clement circuits, in which the coupling slots

between cavities are represented by shunt resonant circuits, were

also considered. They arc discussed and campared with the circuit

of Fig. I in the following section.

C. Modes of the Undriven Resonator

A great deal of insight into what happens in a resonator when

the modes overlap can be gained by studying the properties of the

modes in an undriven resonator (no rf excitation by the beam). As

described in Appendix I, these modes may be found by solving for the

complex frequency roots of Eq. (I-3i):

0o (3)

where lKIis the determinant of the circdit impedance matrix. The

overall Q of the resonator in each mode may be found. from these

complex roots by use of the relation3

Q.= 2L(14)

where ( and a are the real and imaginary parts of the complex frequency,

respectively. The relative amplitudes and phase angles of the rf

-7-



gap voltages in each mode may be found by solving Eq. (1-37) at the

complex i'requencies of the miude.

A picture of the gap voltages at the modes of one resonator is

Ciown in Fig. 2. Here the secund cavity is loaded to a Q of 5, while

the first cavity is unloaded. (q2 refers to the loadcd Q of the

second cavity before it is coupled to the first cavity.) The graph

illustrates the change in V. relative to V in the two modes when

the coupling parameter a is varied. V1 is arbitrarily chosen to be

equal to 1 + JO in both modes. (I-U is convenient to choose V1 for

reference since the induced current in the first gap will be chosen

for reference in the cases where the resonator is driven.)

It is seen that for large values of a the high frequency mode

approaches a. pure 21 mode (V2 in phase with V and the low fre-

quency mode approaches a sc mode (V2 and V1 n radians out of pha.se).

As a• decrea.ses and the modes overlap more, both modes become dis-

torted. However, the voltage vectors V2 in the two modes do remain

approximately symmetrica.lly located with respect to the imaginary

axis.

Figure 3 shows the gap voltage picture for this same resonator

when the coupling is held constant at a = 0.1, but the loading of

the second cavity is changed. Here it is seen that the modes are

nearly pure for high values of Q but that they become more dis-

torted a-s Q2 is decreased.

These t•.o fig-ures indicAte what one would intuitively expect to

observe: that the degree of mode overlapping is a function of both

the coupling between the cavities (frequency separation between the

-8-



V, ý16q- FREQUCNC Y MODE

\Va,&,Ow-FAWQuEMVCY AlfODE

YZm

0.50.

V,

Fig. 2 -. B gap voltage vectors in a two-gap resor,,)tor as a flunction
of the couapling parameter Q. V 1 is used for a reference.
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two mcdes) and the loading of the resonator. Foa eximpic, one would

cxDOet hU1. L fol. UJIQ iC to Overlap iina hIngh-Q, reso0nntor, they.

vould have to bc closely spznced in frequency. A detailed comlKrison

of thL voltage vectors in Figs. 2 and 3, taki1 intoe account the

values of both the coupling parameter a and the Q of the loaded

cavitY in each case, even suggests that the degree of mode overlthpping

is determined by the product a Q. This is approximstely true, but vni

examination of all of the clements of the interaction impedance

expression shows that it is not exactly truc.

The gap voltage diagrams in these two figures also give smne

information about the relative Q values of the overall resonator in

the two modes. In this case, where the second cavity is loaded but

the voltage on the first gap is used for r,,ferencc, the mode with the

lowest magnitude of V2 will have the highest Q. (This can be seen by

imagining what the picture would look like if V2, the voltage in the

loaded cavity, were used for reference, and by thinking of the

definition of Q in terms of sto-ed energy and power loss.) When

the magnitude of V 2 is the same in both modes, the Q's of the two

modes will be nearly equal when the frequency separation between

them is small. (This will not be true for a large frequency differ-

ence between the modes because the loading of the second cavity

varies with frequency.) It is seen that the Q's of the two modes

are approximately equal when the amount of mode overlapping is

moderate. However, for a large degree of overlapping the Q of one

mode dom-inates, in this case the lower frequency mode.

In the resonator of Figs. 2 and 3, the capacitances and

I



inductances (3nd therefore alo the unloaded resonant frequencies)

of the two cavities were assumed to be equal. Figs. 4 and 5 show

what happcon to the gap voltages when the loeaded cevity is detuned

by changing its inductaince (gap capaicitances still equal). The retio

of the unloaded resonant frequencies of the two individual cavities

is specified by the mrameter y, -- /z1 . 'The phi.so of V in each of
2

the two modes is changed only slightly, but the magnitude of V2 is

changed considerably. When the loided cavity is tuned low, the Q of

the low frequency mode decreases anad the Q of thu high frequcncy

mode incarcases, Tlhe opposite is true if the loaded cavity is tuned

high.

The mode frequencies and calculated Q's corresponding to the

eases shown in Figs. 2-5 a-re listed in Table I.

D. Frequency Response of the Driven Fesonator

The mode voltage diagrams presented above provide a good overall

picture of what happens in the undriven resona.tor. However, they do

not show what the continuous frequency response of the resonator will

be when it is driven by a. modulated beam. This response was found

by calculating the power output from the resonator (power delivered

to the load of the loaded cavity) as a function of frequency for

specified rf drive currents. Thue interaction impedance of the

resonator was also determined from this informaation. As described in

Appendix I, the interaction impedance has been defined in terms of the

output power and the rf drive current:

2PRez = (5)

-12-



V , 1l1rH-FRCQUENCY MODE

VZ, 4LOW-FfEQENivCY MODE

" :0. 94

( =0./3

V -465.6
-.4 =

\I Rev
-/ 2 -.0 -:8 -.6 - - 2 .Z .4 .6 .8 /.0 /,Z

-22

Lm 4

Fig. 1 - RF gsp volitfge vectors in a two-fgp resonator. The
loaded cavity is tuned low.
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Fig. 5 - RF gap voltage vectors in a two-gap resonator. The
loaded cavity is tuned high.
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High Frequency Mode Low Frequency Mode

y P Freq. Freq.

a t all

0.09 5 1.0 .960 6.9 .956 21.4

0.1 5 1.0 .960 7.8 .9249 15.6

0.13 5 1.0 .975 9.6 .912 11.7

0.2 5 1.0 .985 9.8 .856 12.0

0.5 5 1.0 .994 9.9 .710 14.2

1.0 5 1.0 .996 20.0 .579 17.3

0.1 10 1.0 .993 19.8 .919 22.1

0.1 20 1.0 .998 39.9 .914 43.9

0.1 50 1.0 1.000 100 .913 110

0.1 100 1.0 1.000 200 .913 219

0.13 5 .91 .961 22.5 .874 6.8

0.13 5 1.06 1.019 6.8 .918 23.7

TABLE I

Frequencies and Q's of *the modes of the undriven resonator

- 15-



I.

where P is the power dissipated in the luý,d, and A is the amplitude

of the rf current induced in the first gap.

When specifying the rf excitation of the resonator, we have

chosen to use the induced current in the first gap as a reference.

So U1 is given by

1i = A (6)

where A is real. The most general expression for the current induced

in the second gap is

""=
2 = a2 Ae t 2 (7)

The computer program which is used to calculate the power output

from the resonator assumes that II and 12 occur simultaneously in

time, wherea.s in an actual klystron the second gap is excited later

in time than the first gap. The phase angle e2 is used to simulate

the phase change of both the rf beam curTent and the gap voltages

which takes place during the transit time of the beam between the

first and second gaps in the actual situation. Since this transit

time is normally small compared with one -period of plasma oscillation,

but is an appreciable fraction of the period of the rf drive fre-

quency, the magnitude of 82 will be approximately equal to the

normalized distance between the resonator gaps. In order to simulate

a later time phase for 12, 62 must be negative. Thus,

O2 - (8)

where p is the spacing between the two gap centers and P e is the

-16-



usual propagation factor associated with the dc beam velocity. It

should be noted that a-t a constant bea•m v•ol.g, s a lincar

function of frequency. This has been taken into account in the

calculations.

82 will also be affected by changes in the average electron

velocity due to the energy exchange between the beam and the resonator

in the first gap. Changes in the amplitude of the rf beam current

which accompany the modulation or demodulation of the beam in the

first gap can be simulated by adjusting the coefficient a2 to be

grea.ter than or less than unity. However, these effects of the beam

modulation within the first gap were ignored initially in order to

simplify the calculations and to obtain a general picture of the

behavior of the driven resona.tor without having to specify particular

beam and gap parameters.

The response of one resonator when driven by the beam is shown

in Fig. 6, where the output power is plotted as a. function of normal-

ized frequency (normalized to the unloaded resonant frequency of the

first cavity). Curves are shown for a number of different values of

the coupling parameter a. The synchronization between the beam and

the circuit (02) has been fixed a.t a value that yields approximately

equal output power in the two modes when a = 0.13. The two cavities

of the resona.tor a.re a~ssumed to be equal, except that the second

cavity has been loaded to a Q of 5 while the first cavity remains

unloaded. The values listed for the current amplitude factor A and

the R sh/Q of the first cavity were chosen arbitrarily. The choice

of these va.lues does not affect the shape of the curves but only their

-17-
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amplitude (P is proportional to the product of (R sh/Q)l and A2).

.T9he ch.ange i.. the"- response of the resorntor as a is varied is

consistent with what would be expected from a study of Fig. 2 and

Table I. As a docreases, the frequency separation between the two

modes also decreases. Furthermore, as a approaches the lowest value

shown (.09) the two modes not only become very close in frequency,

but the Q of the lower mode increases rapidly. Also, for the higher

values of a in Fig. 6, one would expect that the beam should be

synchronized approximately halfway between the two modes (02 P - 1.5 v),

but that the higher frequency mode should be favored slightly since it

has a slightly lower Q. This expectation is verif:_ed since in the

case shown, 0e = - 1.54 it at the center of the resonator response

( e.94 ).

The figure also illustrates how the bandwidth of the resonator

changes as a1 varies. The 1 db bandwidth, for example, increases as

a increases until the power output at the center of the response is

1 db below the peak power output. Beyond this, the power at the

center of the response becomes a smaller fraction of the peak power

and the 1 db bandwidth drops suddenly to a lower value. To take

maxim= advantage of the possible bandwidth increase, the beam

synchronization should be adjusted until there is equal power output

at the two modes.

The effect of synchronization changes on -the response of this

saame resonator is shown in Fig. 7, where a and the other parameters

are held constant while 02 is varied. It can be seen that the

symmetry of the response is a fairly sensitive function of the beam

synchronization.
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It is informative to look at the gap vQltage distribution in the

driven resonator. The two gap volt.g. o are plofted in Figs. 8 9 and

10 at the frequencies of the two modvs, and also at a frequency

halfway between, for the case whcre cx 0.a 3 and 02 (at ml) is -1.635 it.

In these plots I1 (which is purely real) is used as a phase reference.

The pbase of 12 is shown at each frequency. The amplitudes of I and

12 are equal and are presented in arbitrary units on these plots.

The two gap-voltage magnitudes are seen to be approximately equal

at the three frequencies spanning the resonator response. This is

important wherever uniformity of power dissipation within the resonator

is of concern, as it would be if the resonator were to be used in the

output stage of a high-average-power klystrou. The figure also shows

that the two gap voltages are approximately in phase with the respective

induced gap currents. This indicates that there is power transfer from

the beam to the resonator in both gaps.

It should be pointed out that the powe5r response of the resonator

(power output as a function of frequency) would be unchanged if the

first cavity were loaded to the Q of five instead of the second cavity.

However, the gap voltage distribution would be drastically altered.

This is illustrated in Figs. 11, )2, and 13, where the gap voltages

are. plotted at the same three frequencies as in the previous three

figures, but with the first cavity loaded. Here the magnitudes of V1

and V2 are quite unequal at all three frequencies. Furthermore, the

phase of VI has changed considerably. V, is nearly 90 out of phase

with I near the two edges of the resonator response and is approxi,-

mately 1800 out of phase with I1 at the center of the response. Thus

-21-
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there would be very little power transfer between the beam ane the

resonator in the first gap near the response edges, and a transfer of

power nfrom the resonator to the beam at the response center.

The relative voltage magnitudes and phase relationships between

voltages and currents that exist in Figs. 8, 9, and 10 (cavity #2

loaded) ca.n also be obtained when the first cavity is loaded if 02 is

changed to approximatelv -n/2. However, in this instance the gap-to-

gap spacing is so short (Pep P n/2) that thcre would not be sufficient

room for the wall between cavities in some cases.

When the loaded cavity of the resonator is detuned, the power

response is affected as shown in Fig. l4. Here the second cavity is

tuned low by increasing its inductance. The two gap capacitances are

still assumed to be equal. The change in the Q's of the two modes is

quite evident in this picture. In order to restore the condition of

equal power outp-t at the two modes, the beam synchronization must

favor the mode with the lower Q (in this case, the lower frequency

mode).

Figure 15 shows the resonator response for the case where

6/c;i = 0.98 and the synchronization has been pro e-ly adjusted.

Figure 16 illustrates the response for the case ,here -Y2 = 0.93 and

02 at w is equal to -1.143 (02 a -v at a = .88&z1). This latter case

represents nearly the extreme of favoring the lower frequency mode

(nominally the Tr mode). The gap voltage distribution corresponding to

the response of Fig. 16 is shown in Figs. 17, 18, and 19.

A comparison of the 1 db bandwidths represented in Figs. 15, 16,

and the -2 = 1.0 case of Fig. 1ý shows that the bandwidth varies from
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1V.1 percent for y2 1.0 to )2.6 percent for 0 .93. This

indicates that there is no large bandwidth increase to be gained by

detuning one of the cavities. However, the fact that the resonator

can be shorter when the loaded cavity is tuned ]ow (rep t in Fig. 16

while ep t 1.6 i in Fig. 14) might be advanta.geous. (The shorter

resonator might have a more favorable cavity gcometry and therefore

a higher (R sh/Q) than the longer resonator.)

The information contained in Figs. 114, 15, and 16 points out the

fact that the beam synchronization must be changed when one cavity is

detuned. However, this also suggests the possibility of compensating

for the change in the beam synchronization which accompanies a change

in the operating beam voltage by tuning one of the resonator cavities.

It is realized that the 12 percent 1 db bandwidth predicted in

the figures presented above does not meet the 1)4 percent objective of

this contract. However, the purpose of presenting these curves is to

show the general behavior of the resonator with changes in the param-

eters, and not necessarily what is required to achieve the full 1ý

percent bandwidth. A comparison of the mode overlapping resonator

with other resonator typet is presented b•cjw.

E. Bandwidth Comparisons Between Different Resonator Types

It was demonstrated above that the bandwidth of a two-gap

resonator can be increased by employing mode overlapping and proper-

ly choosing the resonator and beam parameters. But in order to fairly

evaluate the merits of any pa.-ticular type of resonator, its bandwidth

capabilities must be compared with other resonator types at a. constant

impedance level.
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Thie impedance and bandwidth of single-mode resonators can be

deduced from thii vuluos of Q and mo-asured at the mode of

interest. At the resonent frequency of the mode, the impedanre,

both real mud at a maximum, is given by

(cZ) L (B)

Let the 3 db bandiidth of the resonator be defiued Li terois of

the Jrequencies at which the real part of the impedance is one half

the m.xin•ui value (total impedance magnitude dow~ by a factor of

1/). Similarly, let the 1 db bandwidth be defined in terms of the

frequencies at which the real part of the impedance is 80 percent of

the maximum value. The 3 db and I db bandwidths are then related to the

Qby

3 b0)

and

f - I db --2--

In resonators where the modes are not distinctly separated,

such as in filter-loaded resonators or extended-interaction resonators

operating with mode overlapping, the concepts of R sh/Q. and Q are not

directly applicable. In these cases, the interaction impedance is

best determined by direct measurement. However, at the t-ime of the

.riting of this, report. no cold tests had been performed on mode-

overlapping resonators similar to the ones being reported on theoreti-

cally. Therefore for the purposes of the comparison being made in this
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section, the impedance as prelicted by t.h1 cqui lyent ci r,'kl, will 1.(:

used.

It should be noted that there is som, tmbigul ty Iinvuwved in the

use of the circuit of Fig. I when predicting the impedaioc', (t re(,'o n-

tors with overlapping modes. The aimbiguity aries in connection with

the fact that, ths circuit predicts a higher R1 S/Q for the i mode then

for the 2T mode when the gap capacitancc is assumed to be independent

of frequency. This is contrary to experimental observation in an

inductively-coupled backward-wave resonator. Hcwever, no s"erious

problem is raised when using this circuit in the analysis of single-

mode resonators, where the modes are separate and distinct. In this I
case the circuit capacitance can be defined in ter'ms of the experi-

mentally mcasured frequency and R sh/Q of the mode of interest (Lsee

Eq. 1-23). But when trying to predict the interaction impedance of

a resonator with mode overlapping, it was not immediately clear which

mode to use to define the equivalent gap capacitance. If the

ca.pacitance is defined in terms of the -A-mode'. sh /Q, the predicted

impedance over the entire resonator bandwidth will be less than if

thc capacita~ance valu is based on the 2•,-mcd-e R h/Q even though the

operation of the resonator includes both modes, blending smoothly

from one to the other.

Because of this uncertainty, other equivalent circuits were

studied in an effort to find one which would fairly accurately pre-

diet the experimentally observed change in the n-mode R sh -Ushd

function of the mode separation. Two circuits were considered in

detail. A discussion of these circuits and a comparison of them with
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the oircuit of Fig. 1 are presented in the followi , section. The

concluuion reached there is that'the circuit of Fig. 1 should be used,

and that the gap ca-picitanco values Shoul1d be defined in terms of the

Rsh/Q and resonant frequency of the individual cavities (the two

cavities before they arc loaded or coupled to each other). This is

what was done in the calculations of the response curves 1 esented in

this section.

For an example uci.sc of a resonator with mode overlapping, choose

the curve with y2 = 1.0 in Fig. 14. (It should be noted that the

power is down only 0.5 db at the center of the response. so this case

represents less than the maximum 1 db bandwidth available for Q2 = 5.)

The value assumed for (R sh/Q)1 was 100 whereas previous cold-test

measurements have shown that a value of .10 is reasonable to assule

for a single-gap cavity. Taking this into account (P is proportional

to R sh/Q)l in Fig. li) and calculating the real part of the inter-

action impedance from Eq. (5), we find that the maximum value of

Re Z is approximately 1850 ohms.

Using this value of impedance as a reference, Table II sho-,Ts a

camparison between the 1 db and 3 ob bandwidths of three different

t pes of resonators. The values of Rsh/Q assumed for the two single-

mode resonators were based on previous cold test measurements)-1,5.

The values of Q shown were calculated using Eq. (9).

Even allowing for some error in the predicted i,4 i ce level,

it is seen that the use of mode overlapping in the two-gap resonator

offers a. substantial increase in the resonator bandwidth at a given

impedance level. The bandwidth advantage over the two-gap single-mode
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resonator is approximately three to one, and close to fovur to one over

the single-gap cavity. These bandwidth advantage figuires are consist-

2ent with those predicted by Bert.

There is one other type of resonator that should be compared

with the mode-overla.pping resonator, and that is the filter-loaded

resnoartor. We ha-ve no data presently available on the two types of

reson!a.tors where they are designed for equal bandwidth. However, the

maximum value of Re Z predicted for one filter-loaded two-gapc

resonator with a. 15 percent 1 db ba.ndwidth was approximately 1300

ohms. Thus the impedance level of this type of resonator is com-

parable to that of the two-gap resonator with mode overlapping. If

it is assumed that the meximum impedance is inversely proportional to

the bandwidth, the mode- overlapping resonator would have a slightly

higher impedance at a given bandwidth.
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INVESTIGATION OF TWO ADDITIONAL EqUIVALENT CIRCUITS
TO REPRESET COUTMED - CAVITY RESONATORS

A. Introduction

The equivalent circuit chosen to represent two-gap extended-

interaction resonators for the analysis presented in the preceding

section was shown in Fig. 1. This circuit was described briefly in

the previous section. It was pointed out that the circuit simulated

very well the general behavior of the two resonator mode frequencies

a-s a function of the coupling between the two cavities. It was also

mentioned that the circuit did not properly predict the Tt-mode R h/Q
sh

of the resonator. In fact, the predicted Tc-mode R sh/Q is higher than

the 2A-mode R /Q (when the gap capacitances are assumed to be in-
sh

dependent of frequency) whereas the opposite is true in the experimen-

tal case. This led to an uncertainty in how to choose the equivalent

gap capacitances when using the circuit to predict the interaction

impedance of resonators with overlapping modes. We therefore felt

that a different equivalent circuit should be used, one which would

quite accurately predict not only the resonator modes, but also the

R /QA of the resonator in the two modes.

The principal reason why the iT-mode Rs /A is lower than the
sh

2ir-mode R sh/Q in an inductively-coupled mu~ltiple-cavity resonator is

that a portion of the electrma.gnetic energy in the resonator is

stored in the slots at the A mode. Of this energy, the electric

energy (energy in the electric field) is of primary interest in a.

klystron resonator since the beam is modulated by the axial component
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of the electric field. The Rsh!Q is therefore normal),j defined in

terms of the rf gap voltage and electric stored energy. ' -, ,iva-

lent circuit. of FIg. I does not simulate the lowered iT-mode Rsh/A

because the coupling inductance L does not store anry energy in0

electric fields. The search for a more adequate equivalent circuit

was therefore directod towards circuits in which the coupling circuit

does store electric energy and also retains its inductive nature.

Two circuits were investigated in detail. The circuit equations

of both were solved for the frequencies of the characteristic modes

in the cases where the two resonator cavities were assumed to be

identical and lossless. Expressions were also derived for the

Rsh/Q of the circuits at the two modes of the main passband. Theo-

retica.1 values of the v-mode Rsh/Q were then compared with cold-test

results. The cold-test resonators used for the comparisons were

high-Q resonators, which closely approximated the lossless condition

assumed in the theoretical calculations.

B. First Equivalent Circuit

The simplest roi .ficatio,, that can be made to the circuit of

Fig. 1 in order to-simulate the electric energy storage in the

coupling slots of an actual resonator is shown in Fig. 20. The

coupling circuit has been ma.de resonant by adding a capacitor in

parallel with the coupling inductance. (A series resonant circuit

could also have been used, but the parallel circuit better rcp;'esents

the a ctua.l coupling slots.) The capacitor stores electric energy

while the coupling circuit still appears inductive as long as its

-42-
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resonant frequency is higher than the operating frequency, This

equivalent circuit is essentially the same as the circuits used by

Chodorow7 and Allen to repres.-nt slot-coupled st.ructures.

1. Modes of the Lossless Circuit

The modes of the circuit of Fig. 20 were found for the

particular case where the two resonator cavities are assumed to

be identical and lossless. This was done by setting LI = LP

CI = C2' R1 - 2 = 0, and applying Kirchhoff's laws to the

circuit. The resulting equations were then solved for the

frequencies at which the circulating currents il, i., and is

a-re non zero when the two induced currents 1 and 12 are zero.

This process yields three modes. At one of these modes, the

currents i and i2 are equal in both magnitude and phase. Its

frequency is

-- 1

where wI is the resonant frequency of -the lossless and uncoupled

first cavity of the resonator.

At the other two modes of the circuit, i1 and i2 are equal

in magnitude but 180 degrees out of phase. One of these modes

is at the frequency given by

W, L + + L1/2 2-

~~I42]1
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The frequency of the third mode, which could be denoted by

M ,can be found from Eq. (13) by replacing the plus sign in

front of the radical in the denomim-tor by a minus sign. Note

that (zis less than ci~and w is greater than

The two-gap cold-test resonators chosen for the comparisons

with this circuit were similar to the resona~tor depicted in

Fig. 21. The observed 21(-mode frequencies were all approximately

the same as the frequency of the uncoupled cavities of the

resonator, which agrees closely with the 2n-mode frequency given

by Eq. (12). The measured operating it-mode frequency of each

resonator was les,- than the 21t-mode frequency. Thus the

frequency ca% corresponds to the observed it-mode frequency.

2. R 11/ of the Circuit

There are a. number of different ways to define both the Q

and the shunt resistance of a. circuit such as the one in Fig. 20.

We have chosen to use definitions in termis of stored energy,

power loss, and effective voltage. Using these definitions, the

genera~l expression for R sh /Q -en be written9

Rs V2

Q 2ai
= (lb)

We have defined the effective voltage V of the circuit

to be

v= V1 + be (15)

front of the radicalin th eomntr yamiu ig.Nt
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The electric stored enc.rgy is given by

U = _- + C2 V + Cs (

Using Eqs. (111), (15), and (16), the / of the circuit

of' Fig. 20 (with lossless, identical cavities) was evaluated at

the two frequencies w, and co = . The results are

2 2 (17)

2 Rsh/Q 1.

+= [

where (Rsh/Q)l is the Rsh/Q of the uncoupled first cavity. It

is related to the resonant frequency and capacitance of this

cavity by

01 (19)

Note that Eq. (19) is consistent with Eq. (14).

3. Compa•rison -with Experimental Cases

When comparing the predictions of an equivalent circuit

with measured values from a. physical resonator, it is necessary



to correctly choose the circuit parameters to properly simulate

the real. case. The values of the cavity inductance and capaci-

tance to use (e.g., LI and C.) can be deteiinined from measure-

ments of the resonant f±'equency and R Ah!Q of the uncoupled cavity

by using Eqs. (12) and (19). The value of cavity resistance to

use (e.g., RP) for a, lossy or loaded cavity caon be determdned

from the measured Q of the cavity. When using the circuit of

Fig. 1, the value of L to use for the coupled-cavity resonator

can be found from measured values of the frequencies of the two

modes in the resonator before it is coupled to anv external load

(see Eq. (1) ). When using the circuit of Fig. 20, two param-

eters are required to conpletely specitly the degree of coupling

between the t.yo cavities. We have chosen these parameters to be

the slot resonant frequencr cs and the slot inductance L'. It

is convenient to normalize these parameters to the frequency and

inductance of the uncoupled first cavity. Thus the actual

coupling parameters used in the calculations were cos/Ml and

Ls/LI. The criteria used for the selection of the numerical

values of these parameters assumed in the calculations are

described below.

The resonant frequency of a coupling slot is related to the

slot dimensions. In the- ca.se of a. long, narrow slot, the

resonant frequency will be quite close to the frequency at w'hich

the slot is one-half wavelength long. In terms of the dimensions

shown in Fig. 21,

-48-.



f (20)
s 2 (rW+ 2r)(20)

where c is the velocity of light expressed in the some units of

length as R and r, and e is given in radians. If R and r are

given in inches and e in degrees, Eq. (20) can be rewritten:

f5.905 Gz (21)S• + Žr

Scott and Wanselow10 have found that Eqs. (20) and (21)

predict a frequency which is too low when the slot width (2r)

is not small compared to the slot length. They have reported

an empirical formula for finding the frequency of slots like

the ones shown in Fig. 21 when they are used in structures

similar to the one shown in the figure. Their formula. is

f s \l5+-0 ¼ GHz (22)BG5-74) + or -

where R and r are specified in inches, and 0 is given in degrees.

The coefficient a is a. function of the 2n.-mode frequency, or

very nearly the frequency fl, in our case. It has a value of

approximately 2.1 at 3350 MHz and 1.2 at 7100 MHz, which are

the two frequencies of interest to us here.

Once the slot frequency fS has been calculated from the

slot dimensions, it is divided by the measured value of the

cavity frequency f 1 to give the parameter cos /l



The other coupling parameter, Ls/L 1 , i not so readily

c•"'lc from, .• -,.•. res-onato dimuniions. The va.Lu'e of tuhe

inductance L eoixd he found from a knowledge of the slot
5

resonant frequency and the ratio L IC ThixL latter ratio may

in turn be related to the wave admittance of the slot regarded

as a transmission line 0  .i12 However, it is not entirely

clear how to relate the value of L Scomputed in this way to the

value of LI calculated from the measured frequency and Rs/Q of
1 s

the uncoupled cavity of the resonator. It is possible that the

correct value of L to use could be determined fron the ratio

LI/C obtained from a direct measurement of the Rh/Q of the

slot. However, no attempt has been made to measure either the

Rsh/Q or the resonant frequency of the slots. Furthermore,

there would still be some doubt as to whether the value of L
5

was correct since the position within the slot where its Rsh/Q

was measured would have to be chosen arbitrarily.

Because of the uncertainty mentioned above in how to

directly determine the correct value of Ls/L 1 corresponding to

a given physical resonator, the value of this parameter actually

used in the comparison with experimenteal cases was chosen as

follows. The theoretical slot resonant frequency was computed

from either Eq. (21) or Eq. (22), and then Ls /L was adjusted

until we0)/o as calculated from Eq. (13) was the same or nearly

the same as the value of f /f,. in the experimental resonator
Ut CflR

under comparison. The predicted (R /Q) was then computed

-frm Eq. (I8) and compared with the measured value of (R sh/Q)
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Curves showing the variabion of the theoretical vnIneio of

o Anw1 and (Rsh/Q)jj as a function of the partmeters M 1/sa and

L/L, are plotted ii Fig.. 22. The value assumed for (h /IQ)

in this figure is 100 olmis. It should be noted that the

experimentally observed values of (R s/Q)2 n are approximately

twice the Rsh/Q of the uncoupled cavities (in the case of

identical cavities), which agrees with Eq. (17).

The cold-test resonutors chosen for the theory-experiment

comparison are two which were reported on in references h• and 5.

The measured it-mode RB /Q of these resonators as a function of

the frequency separation between the two modes wij presented in

Fig. 24 of reference 4 and Fig. 8 of reference 5.

The numerical results of the comparison are listed .n

Table III. The value assumed for (Rsh/Q)l in the theoretical

calculations was the value measured for the uncoupled cavities

of each resonator. These values were 115 ohms for the first

resonator (first tLree cases in Table III) and 108 ohms for the

second resonator (last three cases in Table III). It can be

seen that the predicted values of (R sh/Q)l are within 10 percent

of the measured values in four out of the six cases where the

slot frequency was taken to be the frequency where the slot is

one-half wavelength long (fs calculated from Eq. (21)). The

difference between the predicted and measured values is much

greater than this in five of the six cases where the slot

frequency was calculated from Eq. (22). This is rather sur'-

prising since one would expect the predicted results to be
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better whieC the slot frequetncy is determined from the more

accurate equation, which presumbl]y is Eq. (22). However, an

cxaminatIon of Fig. 22 doe.; show that the slot rcsonant

frequency mist bc quite low, near f when Ls/LI is small or

even less thanr f1 if L i/1,1 is laTry - in order for the g-mode

R sh, /Q to be substantially less than taice (} 1sh/Q) 1 , as is

observed expurimentkilly. Whicther this is an indication that

the circuit of Fig. 20 does not adequately represent the

physical resonator or instead that Eq. (22) is not n good

approximation in our case, or both, is not known. In order to

answer the question, it would be necessary to measure the slot

frequency and possibly also the slot inductance Ls. This has

not been done as yet.

C. Second Equivalent Circuit

A method fov establishing liunped-element equivalent circuits

which correspond closely to the actual geometrical configuration of'

microwave structures has been described by Curnow13'lb. Using his

techniques, the resonator of Fig. 21 would be represented in the

lossless case by the circuit depicted in Fig. 23. The cavity

inductance is split into two parts in recognition of the fact that

only a fraction k of the circula.ting current in the cavity is inter-

cepted by the coupling slots. For examp]e, the path of the current

in the first cavity which is intercepted by the slots is represented

by the inductance L /k, and the remainder of this cavity is repre-

sented by the inductance L /(l-k).
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Curnow has shown that this equivalent circuit is more iflociOwI-

Pil than the circuit of" Fig. 2W in predicting the dispersion dingram

of the long-slot structure, which is basically slmilar to the cold-

test resonators w, are concerned with here. It also retects quite

well the variation of the Pierce impedance of this structure a:, a

ihnction of the pIlmse shift, per section. For those reasons, and also

because it more closely represents the geometry of the plkysical

resonator, it was hoped that this circuit would predict the experimen-

tally observed behavior of the it-mode Rh/Q even more accurately than

did the previous circuit.

1. Modes of the Lossless Circuit

The characteristic modes of the circuit shown in Fig. 23

were solved for using the same procedure as described for the

previous circuit (Fig. 20). Kirchhoff's laws were applied to

the circuit, and the resulting equations were solved for the

frequencies where il, i 2 y and is are non zero when the two

induced gap currents 1 and 12 are zero. The two cavities of

the resonator were assuned to be identical (Cl = C2 and L = L2 ).

This circuit also has three characteristic modes. As before,

the two currents i and i2 are in phase and equal in magnitude

at one of the modes. This mode, which corresponds to the

observed 2n mode of the cold-test resonaotor, is at the frequency

1

Wa 2 1 (23)LI I
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At the other two modes, iI and i rc equal in magnitude

tg'e Cut of • '• Q V of5, Oi .. l... twO iuodmA lb iluwur

in frequiency i tl a M, nnd therefore corresponds to the measur-ed

rt mode of the cold-test resonator. Its frequency is

1~ r 1/2
2 I A- 21Z. (1-k)

,_ +2h•• ,- + +, 2h• +-4 : I 2k :-

(2)

Note that Eq. (24) reduces to Eq. (13) when k is unity, as

it should since the circuit of Fie. 23 becomes the circuit of

Fig. 20 when k = 1.

The frequency w of the other A mode can be found from

Eq. (24) by re-pla~cing the plus sig"n in front of thec. radical in

the denoLinator by a 2inus sign.

2. Rsh/Q of the Circuit

The Rsh/Q of this circuit was defined the Sae as in the

case of the previous circuit. The expressions for the circuit

Rh/Q at the two modes of the resonator were found by evaluat-

ing Eqs. (14), (b5), and (16) at the two frequencies ri i•n

and of the given above. The res xrlts asts hh 

2 s~

Q/ 2 ( -- 1  (25)
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S(2 -6)

where, uis before, (Rs/Q) io the Rsh/Q of the uneoupled cavity
sh 1s

of the resonator, and is still related to w nnd Ca by Eq. (19).

Eq. (26) reduces to Eq. (18) when k is unity.

3. Comparison with Expxerimeintal Cases

The Rh1 iQ predictions of this circuit were also compured

with the measured values listed in Table III. As before, the

slot frequencies used in the computation of w and then (R s/Q),

were calculated from both Eq. (21) and Eq. (22). Initially, the

value of the factor k used in each casc. was taken to be the

actual circumferential fraction of the wall between the cavities

that -was talen up by the _iL- . A-i w-- ----- jt--ý . the

previous circuit, the para.meter L s/LI was adjusted until the

calculated value of w /wi agreed with the experimental v•alue of

f 3T/i Tie theoretical Tr-mr-e Rsh/Q was then computed and

compared with the cold-test values.

In every instasnce, the predicted value of (RhiQ) was much

too high and in many cases was greater than J, sh/Q)2g, which is

contrary to experiment. In order for the theoretical it-mode
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njh givenl b'y thlis. circuit. to be re' 1owiab1lv dlose -to thle

experimentail volues, ký would havo to be assumed considerably

larger than the aictuail geome~trical value. It is difficult to ~
conceive of a phyica ras3on Wlkr this shjoUld be true BCause

of the InC3h of success, inlt~ial~ly encounitered with this, circui11t,

the inlvestigaltionl inito its pr~operties wasý termiinated.

D, Conolcluions

Thec equivalent, circuit which should ho sl~ected for the

theoretical amnlysais, of extended-intters etiori roeootitors with mode

overlapping is the one which is the simpalest and yet adeqiiately

represents the phjysicail resonators. T.he circuit of Fig. 1 is the

siamplest of the three, described in this report, sadi its single shunt

coupling induct-nace does simaulate very well the behavior of the

frequencies of the -two resona-tor modes as a function of the, coupling

between the two cavities. However, as observed previously, this

circuit predicts a higher va~lue of the nr-mode R Qthanr the 2n-w--ode

P h/,which is contrajry to expeairnment. This leads to an uncertainty

in how to relate the circuit capaicitaInce vailues to measured qusrititic~s

in, an, actua~l resonAtor it' the cj~rcuit is to correctay prudi:J 1. the

magnitude of1 the reso,:r tar Iiritemration impedance.

T7he two equivvalen-I circuitr show 11t: '. 20 aind Fig. 23 are

mole coraji x th1111 thue p)rey] ci ereAl t, bUt, they do predict (ps /)7

to be aow(er' thanl (i ft1 ~~ain cc -ninA n eases., A ecomparison het-,.een

thesex twn aired utl 1111 rid n-1a iI(d Vii no :; IrwgaT cold- taunt resonators

I nd rate; 1110 th p .li ej em 1Wa F11 C110 ~' o Cur ci sest toC sirrrla ing the



experimental R vsha/0 lues. However, a final Judgement on how well

either circuit could represent an actual resonator cannot be made at

this time because it is riot clear how to relate all of the coupling

parameters of these two cirkuits to physical slot dimensions or to

quantities which can be measured in cold test. If this could be

done, one of these two circuits would probably be the best choice for

resonator synthesis (predictiLlg the individual cavity and cupling

slot p .rameters required to acaieve a given overall resonator electrical

cbaracteristic) since they more cmpletely describe the coupling slot

parameters than does the circuit of Fig. 1. But the circuit of Fig.l

is still the most efficient circuit to use for the general prediction

of the overall resonator behavior a.s a. function of the frequency

separation between the two modes, because the other two circuits

require a. more detailed specification of the slot parameters than is

necessary for thIs type of ana.lysis.

The questic-,: still remains as to whether the capacitances of

this circuit sbcst?.d be ,'efined in terms of parameters measured at the

nL mode frequency or the 21-mode frequency when the modes overlap.

This will best be determined from cold-test measurements of the

resonator interaction impedance. Since this cold-test da~ta is not

now avuilable, some insight into the answer to this question was

gained by computing the interaction impedance of the circuit of Fig.

20 in the driven case and comparing the results with a similar case

computed from the circuit of Fig. 1. The circuit of Fig. 20 was

chosen to bc the "standard of comparison" because it does predict the

measured relrationship between the 3t-mode R sh/Q and the 2s-mode
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Rs/Q fairly, well in some cases,, and it was the beut circuit avail-

able to us from this standpoint,

The circuit pnranLeters assumed for the caIculation were selected

,3o the results could be meaningfully compared with the curve of Fig.

1 for which y2 = 1.0. (The impedance represented by this latter

carve was calculnted from the circuit of Fig. 1, and the circuit

capacitances were based on resonator parameters assnumed to be

measured at the frequency of the uncoupled cavities, which is very

nearly the 2a-mode frequency.) The coupling parameters as/(01 and

Ls/ 1 were chosen to give the same frequency separation between the

two modes in the lossless case as in the lossless circuit of Fig. 1

with a = 0.13 and 72 = 1.0. The second cavity was then assugmed to be

loaded to a Q of five and the interaction impedance was computed from

Eq. (1-29), as before.

There are a large number of combinations of ws/OI and Ls/LI which

will give the desired mode separation in the lossless case. Te

computed power output (proportional to the real part of the interaction

impedance) for two of 'these comobinations is shown in Figs. 211 and 25.

The synchronization between the beam and the circuit (specified by

62) was adjusted in each case to yield approximately equal impedances

in the two modes. The values of 62 differ slightly from that assumed

in the curve of Fig. 14, which is plotted as the dashed curve for

direct comparison.

The important information to be gathered from these two figures

is that in both instances the magnitude of the impedance predicted

by the circuit of Fig. 20 is very close to the magnitude of the
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impedance predicted by the circuit of Fig. 1, when the capacitances

of this latter circuit were assumed to be based on the value of

neasured at co. We have therefore concluded that the circuit

capacitances in Fig. 1 should be defined in terms of the measured

Rsh /Qof the individual uncoupled cavities. It is recognized that

before this circuit can be used with conmplete confidence, its

predictions of the interaction impedance of two-gap extended-inter-

action resonators with mode overlapping will have to be compared with

measured values of this impedance. Cold-test techniques which will

allow us to perform these measurements will be developed during the

next reporting period.
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COECLUSIONS AND JTIURE PLANS

A. Introduction

Throughout the preceding sections of this report, conclusions

have been drawn frcm the results presented. The most significant of

these conclusions are reiterated in this section and the proposed

direction of fuature work is described.

B. Conclusions

The characteristic properties of two-gap exteid ed- interaction

resonators operating under conditions of mode overlapping have been

studied. The most practical resonator model for the analysis is a

lumped-element equivalent circuit in which the coupling between the

two cavities is represented by a single circuit element.

Computer programs were developed for the calculation of the

characteristic modes and the frequency response of the resonators.

The influence of the following parameters on the general frequency

response of the resonators was established: the coupling between the

two cavities, the degree of loading and location of the external

load, the beam synchronization parameter, and the relative frequency

of the two cavities.

The results sho,T that resonators with mode overlapping can be

used for increasing the bandwidth of klystrons. For an interaction

impedance in the region of 1800 ohms, the 1 db bandwidth predicted

for a, two-ga~p extended-Jinteraci-lon resonator with maode overla-pping

is approximately a factor three larger than for a two-gap extended-

interaction single-mode resonator. The bandwidth advantage over the
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single-gap cavity is approximately four to one. The bandwidth is

about th- same as for the structurally more complex two-gap single-

section-lil..er loaded resonator. However, the frequency response of

the resonator with mode overlapping shows a larger sensitivity to the

beam voltage than single-mode resonators.

C. Future Plans

The study of cxtended-inberoaction resonators with mode over-

lapping will continue during the next reporting period. In order to

provide the necessary tools for further evaluation of the resonators,

new aralyticnl a~s well as cold-test method: must be developed.

A small-signal computer program will be developed for calculating

the amplitude and phase response of buncher systeiems using extended-

Intelaction resonators with mode overlapping. This program will be

used for finding the design criteria for buncher systems.

The most straightforward approach to the buncher synthesis is to

design each individual buncher resonator with full bandwidth coverage

(except for the penultimate resonator system which must be tuned

outside the frequency band), The relatively high interaction impedancej

-which can be expected from resonators with mode overlapping indicates

that thbs approach is feasible and will be tried first. The expected

small-si6nnl gain per stage is in the region of 10 db.

The development of a large-signa3 comjluter program for the final

evaluation of output resona.tors will be started. This program will

be capable of simulating and accounting for the remodulation of the

beam in the output resonator.
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The development of measurement techniques for resoniators, with

mode overlapping will be complet~ed. This is necessary for the cold-

te-st evaluatdion of both buncher and output resonators. The first

step in this work is to establish exactly what infonnation cEsn be

obtained from standard impedance measurements whore the resonator i s

excited in the 3coad port. The evaluation of buncher, resonators by

cold test will be started.

-7
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS

a Drift tube inner redius

a, 2Amplitude coefficient of the current 1T

A Amplitude of the current I

b Beam radius

c Velocity of light

C1 , C2  Equivalent gap capacitances

C Coupling capacitance in the circuits of Fig. 20 and Fig. 23s

C Capnecitivc reoctance nintrix, defined by Eq. (I-ý)

d Interaction gap) length

) Normalized capacitance matrix, defined by Eq. (1-21)

Couplng slot resonant frequencyfs

f n-mode froquency

f2 2it-mode frequency
2nr

i1, i 2  Circulating cavity currents, defined in Fig. 1

is Circulating current in the coupling circuits

(Fig. 20 and Fig. 23)

± Circulating cavity current vector
1' 2 Induced gap currents, defined in Fig. 1

I Induced gap current vector

k The fraction of the circulating cavity current which is

intercepted by the coupaing slots in a coupled-cavity

resonator

K impedance matrix, defined by Eq. (1-5)

L 0 Coupling inductance in the circuit of Fig. 1
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L1 , L0  Equivalent cavity ind!uct nces

L, Coupling inductance in the circuits of Fig. 20 and Fig. 23

M RormaLiz7ed jmTiudalee matrix, defined by Eq. (1--22)

p Spacing betwcn the centers of the. gaps in an
extended- intea eti8oU resonator

P Average power, or real part of P

T Complex power

Q3. Q, Total loaded Q-valuus of the cavities of u two-gap
2rsonator, measured before the two cavities are coupled
together

r Coupling slot end radius (Fig. 22)

]9 Mean coupling slot r1-dius (Fig. 21)

RI• 112 Equivalent cavity series resistances

Cavity shunt resistance

Rsh/Q Cavity charucteristic Jimpednce qua] ity factor

u DC beam velocity

U Stored enervy

V Effective rf resonator voltage

V RF gap voltage vector

V3, V2  RF gap voltages, defined in Fig. 1

Z0  Reactance of the coupling inductance L0

ZI• z2 Series cavity impedances, defined by Eq. (1-7) and
Eq. (I-il)

Z lI Z1P Elements of the circeýit impedance ratrix Z

Z21' _22

Zc Resonator interaction impedance

•C

z Circuit impedance mantrix, defined by Eq. (U-15)I
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SCoupling parameter asociated with the circuit of Fig. 1( = Loh

ý2 L2 /LI

PC Propagation foctor associated with t119 de beam velocity
(Pe = i/u)

Poll Normalized spacing between the centers of the .. s in an
extcnded- interaction res-,onator

O Coupling slot angle, defined in Fig. 21

0 2 Phase of 12 relative to I1

o Imaginary part of the complex frequency w' (except in
Eq. (23), where a is an empirical correction factor)

Angular frequency (real part of w')

(Z' Complex angular frequency

Uý c42 Angular resonant frequencies of the two resonator cavities
before they are coupled together

•a' b' e Angular frequencies of the three characteristic modes of
the circuits of Fig. 20 and Fig. 23, in the lossless case

Angular frequency of the nth mode

C s Coupling slot angular resonant frequency

to Angular iT-mode frequency

,,, Angular 21(-mode frequency
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IF

AFPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF TIUP BASIC EQUATIONS USED IN T.E ANALYSIS OF

TWO-GAP EXTENDED-INTERACTION RESONATORS

A. CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE MATRIX

The lumped-element equivalent circuit used to represent two-gap

extended-interaction resonators is shown in Fig. 1, page 6. Applying

Kirchhoff's laws to the circuit and writing the resulting equations

in matrix form, we obtain

K i = C I (I-1)

where

S-L (1-2)
I2j

('-3)
LJ

fJ/C1 0

S1/02

I-i



r(z + z), -Z'
K -z 0 [ z2  (z)-5)

[ _Z031 (z 2 + Zo0)

Z is the reactance of the coupling inducta.nce, and Z1 and Z2 are

the series impedances of the first and second cavities, respectively:

Z° = jazt (1-6)

Z1 =fRl1 '- - (1-7)

or

zL J j- j -W -- (I-8)

where

2 1

w1 LC1  (1-90)

similarly

Z2 jL2 - -21-

I 2



Ii

It is easy to show that the gap voltage vector V is related to

the two current vectors and the gap capacitance matrix th1-•.•gh I^ti,

equation

where

Combining Eqs (I-i) a-nd (1-12), we obtain:

V •C I- C K-1 C I (1-14)

We have defined the circuit impedance matrix Z to be

z = C - C C (K-11)

which yields the relationship

V Zc 1 (1-3-6)

It is useftil to write the expression for Z in a slightly

different form by using the parameters of cavity #1 as a reference.

Using oW and ,1 for reference in Eq (I-ll), z2 becomes

P1- o (2- 1 7 )

where

L2

2-- (L-18)

I- 3



and

With Z 2 given by Eq (I-17), eZ can be expressed as

J M- 1
Zý !! - -i 1 •) (1-20)

where

D -JoC 1 C (1-21)

-and

M = -- K (1-22)jci1

In an ordinary B-L-C circuit, such as we are using to represent

cavity #+ or cavity #2 in Fig. 2, the ratio of the equivalent shunt

resistance to the circuit Q (R sh/Q) can be expressed as the reciprocal

of the product of the circuit capacitance and resonant frequency.

In order to relate the capacitances in our equivalent circuit to a

particular two-gap resonator operating in some given mode, we have

chosen to define the capacitances C and C2 in terms of the measured

R sh/Q of the resonator at the given mode and the mode frequency. So,

for example,

S -sh
C 1 Wn )1(1-23)



where w is the angular frequency of the mode of interest. In thý,

most coimnon case where the resonator gaps are identical, (R sh/Q)l

is taken to be one half the measured R /Q of the overall resonator
sh

for that mode.

Substituting Eq (1-23) into Eq (1-20), the final expression for

the circuit imr2dance matrix becomes

0 sh + ( ) 2D M_
QC 1(CO Z

B. Resonator Interaction Impedance

We have chosen to define the interaction impedance of the

resonator in terms of the power delivered to the resonator for a

specified current excitation of the resonator. The complex power

delivered to the resonator is given by

2 ~1 (1-25)

where 7 is the transpose of the column vector Vthe asterisk

indicates complex conjugate, and the bar over the P is used to

indicate that the power as defined here is complex.

Using the induced current in the first gap as a reference, the

most general expression for the current vector I is

Il A ej2 (1-26)

L21 L a2~ e

'-5



The voltage vector is related to the circuit impedance matrix

and- the current vector by

z 11 z 22 1 [1i(-7
Zj21 2 2  1 2

Substituting Eqs (1-26) and (1-27) into Eq (1-25), and

recognizing that Z21 Z112 since the resonator is passive, the

expression for the complex power becomes

S Lii+a.Z 2 2 + a2 Z12 cos 2 (I-28)

The resonator interaction impedance is defined to be

2PZ A (1-29)c A2

so

ZC : Z11 + 822 Z2 + 2a 2 Z 12 os 02 (1-30)

The power dissipated in the resonator and its associated

external load is just the real part of the complex power. That is,

*. 2
P =.Re (VI) = Re Z (1-31)

2 C

C. Frequencies and Q's of the Characteristic Resonator Modes

The characteristic mode frequencies of the resonator are

I-6



defined to be the frequencies for which the voltage vector V is

non zero when there is no external excitation of the resonator

(Q 0). When 1 - 0, Eqs (i-1) and (1-12) become

K i = 0 (1-32)

and

V- -Ci1 (1-33)

Barring the cases where either the frequency or the circuit

capacitances are infinite, Eq (1-33) shows that for V to be non zero,

i must be non zero. With that being true., Eq (1-32) is satisfied

only if the determinant of the K matrix is zero

Only in the lossless case can this last equation be satisfied

at real frequencies. In the cases with loss, the characteristic

modes are found by solving for the complex frequencies

(I' =n+ Jo (1-35)

which are the roots of Eq (I-3Q).

The Q of each mode of the undriven resonator can be found from

the complex frequency corresponding to that mode. The Q is given

by
3

2 (1-36)

I- 7



D. iG p Voltages at the Modes of the Undriven Resonator

Combining Eqs (I-1) and (1-12) when I 0 O yields the equation

K C-.V = o (i-37)

This equation en be used to find the phase and amplitude of V2

relative to V1 at the modes of the und-riven resonator by evaluating

it at the conplex frequency roots of Eq (I-3I).

I-8
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